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Thanksgiving is a time to express what you’re thankful for.
Which is exactly why we’re leaving this little Gobbler at your door!
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You’ve made our lives brighter, a little happier and oh-so-sweet.
So we wanted to repay the favor with this little turkey treat.
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When you see a Thanksgiving turkey here are some things you should remember,
not just for today, but for all of November.
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As you count the turkey’s feathers (and you know he has a lot),
Please be reminded of all the beautiful blessings you’ve got.
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Please be reminded of all the beautiful blessings you’ve got.

Let his big turkey eyes help you remember to see
All the people who love you and lives you’ve touched… including me!

Let his big turkey eyes help you remember to see
All the people who love you and lives you’ve touched… including me!

His turkey beak, as orange and bright as the day
Cues us to be positive, kind, and caring in what we say.
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The red snood on his nose and wattle under his chin,
Signals us to be thankful and smile as the day begins.
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Signals us to be thankful and smile as the day begins.

The “gobble, gobble” that attracts a turkey to its mate,
Prompts us to be friendly, someone to whom others can relate.
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While real turkeys use their claw feet for digging or catching bugs,
This happy Gobbler uses them to give big hugs.
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This happy Gobbler uses them to give big hugs.

Now… inside this turkey’s belly is a little treat for you,
But before you gobble it, you have to share The Gobbler with two…
Two friends, coworkers or neighbors, or someone you adore.
Print out this turkey, add a treat, sign your name, then deliver to their door.
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Just so you’re not hogging all the turkey this Thanksgiving day,
Hang up the enclosed Gobbler sign to say…
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WE HAVE BEEN GOBBLED UP!
Happy Thanksgiving!

The Gobbler cut outs and printables can be found at Makeovers & Motherhood.
www.makeoversandmotherhood.com/gobbler
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